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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN
POLICING: THE CASE OF POLICE
COMPLAINTS AND POLICE CRIME
This article is concerned with knowledge management in
policing police crime. Police crime is defined as crime com-
mitted by police officers on duty. There seems to be a tendency
to consider police crime as a result of bad practice rather than
the acts of criminals. However, examples illustrate that crimi-
nal acts are intentionally carried out by police officers on duty.
The article looks at the kinds of knowledge which agencies
require to investigate police complaints and police crime
successfully.
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Introduction
Knowledge management has emerged as a critical success factor
in law enforcement (Centrex, 2005; Dean et al., 2008; ERA,
2008; Jaschke et al., 2007). Knowledge management is con-
cerned with simplifying and improving the process of sharing,
distributing, creating, capturing and understanding knowledge.
Police agencies are transforming from bureaucratic organisations
into knowledge organisations. Bennet and Bennet (2005) define
knowledge organisations as complex adaptive systems compris-
ing a large number of self-organising agents that seek to maxim-
ise their own goals but operate according to rules in the context
of relationships with the other agents. In an intelligent complex
adaptive system the agents are people. The systems (organisa-
tions) are frequently composed of hierarchical levels of self-
organising agents (or knowledge workers), which can take the
forms of teams, divisions or other structures that have common
bonds. Thus, while the component agents (knowledge workers)
are self-organising, they are not independent from the system of
which they are a part (the professional organisation).
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Police crime tends to be discovered when investigating
police complaints. The British Independent Police Complaints
Commission (IPCC) and the Norwegian Bureau for the Invest-
igation of Police Affairs are examples of independent national
agencies investigating police complaints and police crime. These
are knowledge organisations responsible for enforcing law on
police officers.
There seems to be a tendency to consider police crime as a
result of bad practice rather than the acts of criminals. Bad
practice is police practice based on low performance standards,
causing unintended harm to individuals, organisations or society.
However, examples illustrate that criminal acts are sometimes
intentionally carried out by police officers on duty. For example,
a 30-year-old female police officer in Norway used her computer
access in the police department to change the addresses of her
personal enemies in public systems, which represents a serious
type of document crime.
What kind of knowledge do agencies such as the IPCC and
the Norwegian Bureau require to investigate police complaints
and police crime successfully? This is our research question
which we examine in this conceptual article concerned with
policing police crime. The article is focused on knowledge
management used in enforcing law on police officers. Police
crime is defined as crime committed by police officers on duty.
Police Complaints
In 2007, the Norwegian Bureau received 978 complaints
(Spesialenheten, 2008) and a total of 1,373 complaints were
resolved, including complaints from the previous year. In 51% of
these cases, it was decided not to investigate because the
complaint or other related circumstances gave no reasonable
grounds to enquire whether any criminal matter subsisted. In 6%
of the cases, it was decided to prosecute by issuing an optional
penalty writ or the prosecution was waived or a person was
charged. A total of 35 cases were sent to chiefs of police because
the investigation had shown that it was necessary to consider
whether routines or training in the police districts concerned
should be changed.
Since 1988, Norway has had a separate system to handle
allegations of misconduct against police officers. The system
was frequently accused of not being independent of regular
police organisations. In 2003, the Norwegian Parliament decided
to establish a separate body to investigate and prosecute cases
where employees in the police service or the prosecuting author-
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ity are suspected of having committed criminal acts in the police
service.
In the UK, the Police Reform Act 2002 sets out the statutory
powers and responsibilities of the IPCC, chief police officers and
police authorities for the new complaints system (IPCC, 2008).
This is intended to guarantee the independence of the Police
Complaints Commission, outline its role as guardian of the
police complaints system as a whole, and give the IPCC a duty
to raise public confidence.
The IPCC began work on 1 April 2004 with a wide range of
new stronger powers to change radically the way complaints
against the police are handled in England and Wales. The IPCC
can choose to manage or supervise the police investigation into a
case and independently investigate the most serious cases. The
complaints system presents an opportunity for the police service,
but also a challenge if the opportunity is to be realised. The prize
would be greater confidence in the complaints system, leading to
greater trust in the police service on which more effective
policing depends (IPCC, 2008).
Police Crime
In Norway, in 2007, a total of 17 court sentences were related to
police crime, involving 10 police officers, as listed in Table 1.
Only one court case was dismissed by non-conviction: police
officer number 8 in the table. Most of the court cases in the table
seem to relate to intentional crime rather than unintentional
crime based on bad practice. Possibly cases 4 and 5 could be
considered the results of bad practice. Also case 8 might be
similarly considered, where the police officer concerned was
influenced by a senior police officer to conclude that a drug test
was negative.
In the UK, police crime cases are published on the website of
the IPCC (2008). For example, a Lancashire Constabulary officer
was disciplined in relation to a fatal road traffic incident, which
resulted in the death of Peter Williams. Williams, of Bolton-le-
Sands, Lancashire died after his car was in collision with a
marked police Volvo V70 on the B6245 between the villages of
Arkholme and Over Kellet, near Lancaster, on Thursday, 2
November 2006. The marked Volvo was in a convoy of two
police vehicles on a training run to test an electronic system for
measuring vehicle speed called VASCAR. The 38-year-old
police officer was found guilty of careless driving following a
trial at Liverpool Crown Court in September 2008. He was fined
£500 and banned from driving for two years. In addition,
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Table 1 Ten police officers on trial in Norwegian courts in
2007
# Age Gender Crime Conviction
1 30 Female Use of police computer to
change address of person
without person knowing it
Document
forgery
2 20 Male While a police student on
internship at police
station, obtaining a print
out about a case and
giving it to a criminal
Silence
commitment







4 39 Male Driving police car at a
speed of 81 km per hour
where the speed limit was
70 km, without reason
Careless
driving
5 27 Female While chasing another car
with a police car, causing
the police car to veer off
the road at high speed
Careless
driving
6 50 Male Stealing amphetamine













8 43 Male Manipulating results from
the Multi-Drug Screen
test, which influenced the
case for the suspect
Not
convicted





10 32 Female Theft of money from
passport account in police
department
Money fraud
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disciplinary sanctions by the Lancashire Constabulary included
removal from traffic duties for three years and a written
warning.
A former Metropolitan Police Service sergeant was given a
suspended sentence after pleading guilty to misconduct while in
public office. The 52-year-old police sergeant received an eight-
months prison sentence suspended for two years for abuse of his
corporate charge card. He admitted misusing £9,622 on the card,
but has since repaid it in full. The IPCC (2008) managed the
investigation, which was carried out by the Metropolitan Police
Directorate of Professional Standards. In addition to the sus-
pended sentence, the sergeant was ordered to undergo treatment
for alcoholism, do 100 hours unpaid work and be subject of a
12-months supervision order.
An important police crime category is corruption. At the
eighth annual European Partners Against Corruption (EPAC,
2008) network conference in Manchester in the UK, the chair of
the IPCC stressed the importance of continuing work on the
development of police oversight principles and anti-corruption
common standards, as well as on the setting up of the European
anti-corruption network.
Police Crime Continuum
The following diagram (Figure 1) has been developed in order to
conceptualise more appropriately the salient dimensions of what
we mean when we refer to police crime.
As can be seen in Figure 1, police deviance is often viewed
as a ‘slippery slope’ (O’Connor, 2005) whereby there is a
gradual deterioration of social–moral inhibitions accompanied by
a perceived sense of permissibility for deviant conduct among
police. However, this ‘slope’ can also be seen as a two-
dimensional continuum. On the horizontal axis represented in the
figure, ‘police misconduct’ is placed at one end of the con-
tinuum, ‘predatory policing’ at the other end and ‘police corrup-
tion’ somewhere in the middle.
Some may argue that the term ‘predatory policing’, as
introduced by Gerber and Mendelson (2008) into the literature
on police deviance, is just another label for ‘police corruption’ as
extortion by police for personal gain is also part and parcel of
corrupt police practices. While this is the case to some extent, we
believe the notion of ‘predatory policing’ has more substantive
meritin that it draws attention to the ‘proactive’ nature of police
corruption.
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For instance, when some police officers move from an
accepting of bribes (kick-backs) etc. from criminals to turn a
blind eye to illegal gambling,  prostitution rackets, and so on, to
a more active soliciting of protection money from criminals and/
or the public, such a role change, from passive acceptance to
active approach, is a qualitative difference that we argue makes a
world of difference.
This essential difference is what is captured in the notion of
‘predatory policing’, which delineates it from much of what can
be more appropriately considered as ‘police corruption’: bribery,
theft, fraud, tax evasion and racketeering (Ivkovic, 2003). Extor-
tion, while also part of police corruption, in our view where
instigated by police in a proactive manner should be considered
more appropriately as predatory in nature. Indeed, much of what
we call police corruption if having a proactive element to it can
be considered to be nearer to the predatory policing end of the
horizontal dimension of our police crime continuum.
However, on the vertical axis represented in Figure 1, the
‘individual’ is at the top end of the continuum, while the
‘organisation’ is at the bottom end and the movement of the
individual from top to bottom is mediated through the ‘group’.
That is, the work of an organisation is carried out through group
Figure 1 A two-dimensional conceptualisation of police
crime
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processes in the main; an individual within an organisational
context, especially in policing, rarely works exclusively as an
independent entity.
Furthermore, it will also be evident from a study of Figure 1
that there are definitional differences between the three types of
police crime noted: police misconduct, police corruption and
predatory policing.
In the light of this police crime continuum, it is clear that the
examples of police deviance in Norway presented so far (see
Table 1) are mostly of an ‘individual’ nature, in the sense of
being committed by individuals for their own personal gain.
Hence, these types of police crime are at the police misconduct
end of the horizontal axis.
Such examples provide support for the view that this type of
police crime can be viewed from the lens of the ‘rotten apple’
theory of corruption (or some variation of this theme, such as
‘rogue cop’). That is to say, it is inevitably the case that in any
organisation there will be those individuals who behave like
rotten apples some of the time due to personal greed, moral
weakness or similar motivations while the full barrel of apples is
essentially unspoilt.
However, it is clear from Figure 1 that there are a number of
theoretical perspectives contained in our conceptualisation of
police crime and not just the ‘rotten apple’ metaphor, which is
shorthand for an individualistic model of police deviance (Perry,
2001).
This ‘rotten apple’ metaphor has been extended to include
the group level view of police cultural deviance with a ‘rotten
barrel’ metaphor (O’Connor, 2005). Finally, Punch (2003) has
pushed the notion of ‘rotten orchards’ to highlight police devi-
ance at the systemic level. Punch (2003: 172) notes, ‘the
metaphor of “rotten orchards” indicate(s) that it is sometimes not
the apple, or even the barrel, that is rotten but the system (or
significant parts of the system)’. That is, deviance that has
become systemic is
in some way encouraged, and perhaps even protected, by
certain elements in the system. . . . ‘Systems’ refers both to
the formal system – the police organization, the criminal
justice system and the broader socio-political context – and
to the informal system of deals, inducements, collusion and
understandings among deviant officers as to how the corrup-
tion is to be organized, conducted and rationalized. (Punch,
2003: 172)
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These metaphorical extensions represent increasing deeper-level
meanings associated with police crime. For instance, in regard to
the ‘rotten apple’ thesis this level of explanation for police
deviance is that, as Perry (2001) notes,
most major inquiries into police corruption reject the ‘bad-
apple’ theory: the rotten-apple theory won’t work any longer.
Corrupt police officers are not natural-born criminals, nor
morally wicked men, constitutionally different from their
honest colleagues. The task of corruption control is to
examine the barrel, not just the apples, the organisation, not
just the individual in it, because corrupt police are made, not
born’. (2001: 1)
Furthermore, Punch (2003: 172) makes the point that ‘The police
themselves often employ the “rotten apple” metaphor – the
deviant cop who slips into bad ways and contaminates the other
essentially good officers – which is an individualistic, human
failure model of deviance.’ One explanation for favouring this
individualistic model of police deviance is provided by
O’Connor (2005: 2) when he states, ‘Police departments tend to
use the rotten apple theory . . . to minimize the public backlash
against policing after every exposed act of corruption.’
Hence, it follows from this individualistic view of police
criminality that anti-corruption strategies should be targeted at
finding the ‘rotten apples’ through measures like ‘integrity
testing’ (Commission on Police Integrity, 1999) and putting
policies and procedures in place to reduce the opportunity for
engaging in misconduct and/or corrupt practices.
This ‘rotten apple’ view of police crime is a comfortable
perspective for police organisations to adopt because it allows
them to look no further than suspect ‘individuals’. It is only
when other forms of ‘group’ (O’Connor, 2005) and/or ‘systemic’
(Punch, 2003) corruption erupt upon a police service that a more
critical look is taken at police criminality.
The Australian policing landscape has seen its share of such
episodic eruptions of corrupt practices, which has become ‘insti-
tutionalised’ at a systemic level within select sections, divisions,
units or squads of police. Such episodic revelations of group and
systemic corruption are often driven by the media as a result of
a competent investigative journalist uncovering some element
of corrupt practices by police. This is certainly the case in
Australia.
Many states in Australia have had boards of inquiry sparked
by persistent allegations of serious police misconduct and/or
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corruption. For example, in 1997 in NSW there was a Royal
Commission by Justice Wood into corrupt practices that resulted
in the NSW Police Service carrying out reforms (Wood, 1997).
The impetus for this Royal Commission was provided by an
investigation in NSW in 1994 by the Independent Commission
Against Corruption (ICAC) into the relationship between police
and criminals in that state.
The Ombudsman in Victoria has undertaken two reports
(2003; 2004) into allegations of drug-related corruption in that
state. Moreover, the Office of Police Integrity in Victoria some
four years later delivered further reports on drug-related police
corruption and other matters of police misconduct (Office of
Police Integrity, 2007; 2008).
In the State of Queensland, a wide-ranging inquiry by Justice
Fitzgerald during 1987 to 1989 into illegal activities and police
misconduct/corruption resulted in the then commissioner of
Police, Terry Lewis, being jailed for taking kick-backs from
underworld criminals involved mainly in the prostitution racket
(Fitzgerald, 1989). Further inquiries by the Criminal Justice
Commission in Queensland some ten years later in 1997 under
Justice Carter (Carter, 1997) and again in 1999 (CJC, 1999)
found evidence of police involvement in the illegal drug
market.
It is clear from such Commissions and Boards of Inquiry that
some sections of a police force are more prone to systemic and
predatory corruption due to their close working relationship with
organised crime activities such as prostitution and drugs.
It is equally clear that all of the big three states of New South
Wales, Victoria and Queensland have unenviable track records
in relation to police crime. A cogent argument can be made that
there is a need to reform periodically, certainly every five years
or so, the police organisations in these states in relation to police
misconduct, corruption and predatory police practices.
Moreover, in spite of such Royal Commissions and Judicial
Inquiries spanning decades even into the early 2000s, most
Australian jurisdictions, according to research by Prenzler and
Ronken (2003), have not implemented aggressive ‘advanced’
models of corruption prevention.
However, it should be borne in mind that these examples of
police crime in Australia and Norway do not indicate that these
two countries in particular are any more ‘police deviance prone’
than other countries around the world. Indeed, Newburn (1999)
has identified and categorised a number of forms of police
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misconduct and corruption that occur to varying degrees in most
countries.
Knowledge Categories
A knowledge matrix is a table that lists knowledge needs (Dean
& Gottschalk, 2007). The matrix shows knowledge categories
and knowledge levels (Gottschalk, 2009a; 2009b). Here we make
distinguish the following knowledge categories for policing
police crime:
1. Administrative knowledge is knowledge about the police
as an organisation and workplace. It is knowledge about
procedures, rules and regulations.
2. Policing knowledge is knowledge about work processes
and practices in police work when fighting crime. Police
knowledge is based on police science, which includes all
aspects of policing internally as well as externally. It
includes external factors that influence the role and
behaviour of police in society.
3. Investigative knowledge is knowledge based on case-
specific and case-oriented collection of information to
confirm or disconfirm whether an act is criminal. Included
here are case documents and evidence in a form that will
prove useful in a court case.
4. Intelligence knowledge is knowledge based on a system-
atic collection of information concerned with a certain
topic, a certain domain, certain persons or any other
focused range. Collected information is transformed and
processed according to a transparent methodology to
discover criminal capacity, dispositions and goals. Trans-
formation and processing generate new insights into
criminality that guide the effectiveness and efficiency of
policing. Included in intelligence knowledge is pheno-
menological knowledge, which is defined as knowledge
about a phenomenon, in terms of what it is about (‘know-
what’), how it works (‘know-how’), and why it works
(‘know-why’). Phenomenological knowledge enables
intelligence officer to ‘see’ what ‘something’ is about, by
understanding and not missing something when informa-
tion emerges.
5. Legal knowledge is knowledge of the law, regulations and
legal procedures. It is based on access to a variety of legal
sources both nationally and internationally, including
court decisions. Legal knowledge is composed of declar-
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ative, procedural and analytical knowledge. Declarative
knowledge is law and other regulations. Procedural
knowledge is the practice of law. Analytical knowledge is
the link between case information and laws.
6. Technological knowledge is knowledge about the develop-
ment, use, exploitation and exploration of information and
communication technology. It is knowledge about appli-
cations, systems, networks and databases.
7. Analytical knowledge is knowledge about the strategies,
tactics and actions that police can implement to reach
desired goals.
In addition to this classification into knowledge categories, we
also make distinguish knowledge levels:
1. Basic knowledge is knowledge necessary to get work
done. Basic knowledge is required for an intelligence
officer and investigator as knowledge worker to under-
stand and interpret information, and for an intelligence
and investigation unit as a knowledge organisation to
receive input and produce output. However, basic knowl-
edge alone produces only elementary and basic results of
little value and low quality.
2. Advanced knowledge is knowledge necessary to get good
work done. Advanced knowledge is required for an intel-
ligence officer and investigator as a knowledge worker to
achieve satisfactory work performance, and for an intelli-
gence and investigation unit as a knowledge organisation
to produce intelligence reports and crime analysis, as well
as charges that are useful in policing police crime. Where
advanced knowledge is combined with basic knowledge,
we find professional knowledge workers and professional
knowledge organisations in law enforcement.
3. Innovative knowledge is knowledge that makes a real
difference. When intelligence officers and investigators
apply innovative knowledge in intelligence and analysis
of incoming and available information, then new insights
are generated in terms of crime patterns, criminal profiles
and policing strategies. When intelligence units apply
innovative knowledge, then new methodologies in intelli-
gence and analysis are introduced that other parts of
police organisations can learn.
Based on these categories and levels, our knowledge matrix
consists of seven knowledge categories and three knowledge
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levels, as illustrated in Table 2. The table shows a total of 21
knowledge levels and resources in policing police crime avail-
able to each intelligence and investigation unit during the course
of its investigations into police crime.
When looking at Table 2 from the Norwegian Bureau’s
perspective, the bureau might be classified, for the purpose of
most of the knowledge categories, as an advanced knowledge
organisation. For the legal knowledge category, the bureau is the
only police unit with these kinds of tasks and competences in
relation to policing police crime. Therefore, the bureau is seen as
the leading organisation for recommendations on and clarifica-
tion of any new laws and regulations on police activity being
decided by the Norwegian Parliament. This role and position in
the legal knowledge category might suggest that the bureau has
innovative knowledge in this category.
Knowledge levels were here defined as basic knowledge,
advanced knowledge and innovative knowledge. An alternative
approach is to define knowledge levels in terms of knowledge
depth: know-what, know-how and know-why. These knowledge
depth levels represent the extent of insight and understanding
about a phenomenon. While know-what is simple perception of
what is going on, know-why is complicated insight into cause-
and-effect relationships in terms of why it is going on:
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1. Know-what is knowledge about what is happening. A
police officer perceives that something is going on, that
might need his or her attention. The officer’s insight is
limited to perception of something that is taking place.
The officer, however, understands neither how it is hap-
pening nor why it is happening.
2. Know-how is knowledge about how police crime devel-
ops, how a criminal behaves or how a criminal activity is
organised. The investigator’s insight is not limited to a
perception of something that is happening; he or she also
understands how it is happening or how it is carried out.
3. Know-why is the knowledge representing the deepest
form of understanding and insight into a phenomenon.
The investigator not only knows that it occurs and the
way in which it occurs but has also developed an under-
standing of why it occurs in the way that it does.
Developing hypotheses about cause-and-effect relation-
ships and empirically validating causality are two import-
ant characteristics of know-why knowledge.
Based on these depth levels, our alternative knowledge matrix
consists of seven knowledge categories and three knowledge
depth levels, as illustrated in Table 3. Again the table shows a
total of 21 knowledge-needs in policing police criminals. From
Table 3 Alternative knowledge matrix for knowledge-needs
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among these, each intelligence and investigation unit in organ-
isations such as the IPCC and the Norwegian Bureau identifies
the knowledge–needs available to it for investigations.
When looking at Table 3 from the Norwegian Bureau’s
perspective, the bureau might be classified for most knowledge
categories as a mixture of several knowledge levels. For some
categories at the core of policing police crime, it might be argued
that the bureau has substantial know-why knowledge.
Discussion
According to the IPCC (2008), research has a key part to play in
helping increase public confidence in policing. As such, this
conceptual research concerned with capturing knowledge cat-
egories and knowledge levels in police complaints handling
makes a contribution to improving policing. Many conferences,
such as IPES (http://www.ipes.info) held in places like Dubai,
Turkey, USA and Macedonia, bring together academic
researchers, serving police officers and policy makers to consider
the current state of police research.
The IPCC conducted a research study in 2008 to measure
confidence in the police complaints system. According to an
interim report by Inglis and Shepherd (2008), a quarter of those
surveyed had been in contact with the police in the last 12
months, and two-thirds of them were happy or very happy with
the experience. Further, almost three in four would complain
about a police officer if they were really unhappy about how a
police officer behaved towards them, or really unhappy about the
way that he or she handled a matter in which they were involved.
Some 64% said that they had heard of IPCC and, of those aware,
26% thought they were part of the regular police; 67% said they
were fairly/very confident that complaints against the police
would be handled impartially; and 88% said they felt they would
be treated fairly if they were to complain.
Walker (2006) conducted research on police accountability
by identifying current issues and research needs. Account-
ability is a vital element of American policing. Both individual
officers and law enforcement agencies are held to account for
their actions. Accountability includes both what the police do
and how they perform.
The Norwegian police force counts 13,000 police officers
serving a national population of 5 million inhabitants (POD,
2008). This is the potential police criminal population to be
policed by the Norwegian Bureau with a staff of 30 people.
Thus, a police officer in Norway is to serve an average of 400
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inhabitants, while each bureau employee is to serve an average
of 400 police officers.
Conclusion
Knowledge management has emerged as an important driver of
police performance improvement. When transforming police
agencies from bureaucratic and rule-based organisations into
knowledge and goal-oriented organisations, knowledge manage-
ment is a critical success factor. For agencies to succeed in
knowledge management, each agency has to identify knowledge-
needs in terms of knowledge categories and knowledge levels. In
this article, the case of police complaints and police crime was
introduced to present the contingent knowledge matrix for
agencies such as the Independent Police Commission in the UK
and the Norwegian Bureau for the Investigation of Police Affairs
in Norway.
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